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1 Brauer’s problem and vertex independence problem
Vertex independence problem finite simple undirected
graph $\Gamma=(V, E)$ independence number $\alpha(\Gamma)$
$\text{ }$
.
$\alpha(\Gamma)=\max${ $|S||S\subset V,$ $S$ is independent}.
$S\subset V$ independent $x,$ $y\in S$ $(x, y)\not\in E$
$\circ$ association scheme parameter set
vertex independence problem C. Za-
verdinos [1] vertex independence
problem association scheme parameter
set
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class multiplication coefficients




$c_{j}^{h}.\cdot=|\{(x, y)\in C_{i}\cross C_{j}|xy=Z\}|$ .
$c_{\mathit{0}},$ $C_{1},$
$\ldots,$
$c_{d}$ $G$ $z$ $C_{h}$ –
Brauer $(d+1)^{3}$ $c_{ij}^{h}(i,j, h=0,1, \ldots, d)$
class multiplication coefficients
Zaverdinos
Brauer vertex independence problem
$(d+1)^{3}$ $c_{ij}^{h}(i,j, h=0,1, \ldots, d)$
graph $\Gamma$ $\alpha(\Gamma)$ $c_{ij}^{h}(i,j,$ $h=$
$0,1,$ $\ldots,$ $d)$ class multiplication coefficients
association scheme parameter set
graph $\Gamma$ $\alpha(\Gamma)$ parameter
set association scheme
2 Association schemes
Y association scheme $X$ $R.\cdot(i=$
$0,$
$\ldots,$
$d)$ $X\cross X$ (X, $\{R_{1}\}_{i=0,\ldots,d}$ ) association scheme
(i) $R_{0}=\{(X, X)|X\in X\}$ .
(ii) $R_{0}\cup R_{1}$ U. . . $\cup R_{d}=X\mathrm{x}X$ $i,j(i\neq j)$ $R.\cdot\cap R_{j}=\emptyset$ .
(iii) $i$ $i’\in\{0,1, \ldots, d\}$ $R_{i}^{t}:=\{(y, x)|(X, y)\in$
$R_{:}\}=R.\cdot’$ .
(iv) $|\{z\in x|(X, Z)\in R., (z, y)\in Rj\}|$ $(x, y)\in R_{h}$ $(x, y)$
$p_{ij}^{h}$
Y $p_{ij}^{h}(i,i, h=0,1, \ldots, d)$ association scheme parameters
Association scheme parameters class multi-
82
plication coefficients ( group association scheme
association scheme parameters class
multiplication coefficients Za-
verdinos – class multiplication coef-
ficients parameters association scheme
)




scheme o vertex independence problem
$\mathcal{P}$ $(d+1)^{3}$ array $(\{p_{ij}^{h}\}_{i},j,h=0,1,\ldots,d)$
$P$ association scheme parameter set $D=\{0,1, \ldots, d\}$
$\sigma$
$p_{i0}^{h}$ $=\delta_{h}.\cdot$ (1)
$p_{0j}^{h}$ $=$ $\delta_{jh}$ (2)
$p_{ij}^{0}$ $=\delta_{i\sigma(j)}k_{i}$ , $k_{i}>0$ (3)
$\sum_{j=0}^{d}p_{j}^{h}\dot{.}=k$: (4)
$\mathcal{P}$




Lemma 1 $P$ $\{R:\}_{i0}^{d}=$ $X\cross X$ partition
$X$ $n$
$R_{\sigma(i)}=\{(x, y)\in X\cross X|(y, x)\in R.\}$ $\forall i=0,1,$ $\ldots,$
$d$
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$(X, \{R.\}_{=0}^{d}.)$ $\mathcal{P}$ parameter set association
scheme $i,j,$ $h$ $(x, z)\in R_{h}$
$|\{y\in x|(X, y)\in R.\cdot, (y, z)\in Rj\}|\leq p_{ij}^{h}$
3 Construction of the graph $\Gamma$
$\mathcal{P}$ (1)$-(4)$ array $n$ (5) $X$
$n$ graph $\Gamma$ $\Gamma$
$V$
$V=\{(x, y, z, i,j, h, r)\in X\cross X\cross X\cross D\cross D\cross D\cross \mathrm{Z}|1\leq r\leq p_{ij}^{h}\}$
$\xi=(x, y, z, i,i, h, r),$ $\xi’=(x’, y’’, z, i’,i’, h’’, r)$
–
(i) $x=x’,$ $y=y’,$ $Z=Z’$ ,
(ii) $x=x’,$ $y=y’,$ $i\neq i’$ ,
(iii) $x=x’,$ $y=z’,$ $i\neq h’$ ,
(iv) $x=y’,$ $y=Zi’,\neq j’$ ,
(v) $x=x’,$ $y\neq y’,$ $z=z’,$ $i=i’,$ $j=j’,$ $h=h’,$ $r=r’$ ,
(vi) $x=y’,$ $y=x’,$ $i\neq\sigma(i’)$ .
Theorem 2 $\mathcal{P}$ (1)$-(4)$ array $\mathcal{P}$
parameter set association scheme
graph $\Gamma$ independence number $\alpha(\Gamma)$ $n^{3}$
$(X, \{R_{i}\}_{i=^{0,\ldots,d}})$ $\mathcal{P}$ parameter set association scheme
$S$ graph $\Gamma$ $(x, y, z, i,j, h, r)$ :
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$(x, y)\in R.,$ $(y, z)\in R_{j},$ $(x, z)\in R_{h}$ , $r$ $y$ “counter,”
$(x, z, i,j)$
$\{y\in X|(x, y)\in R.\cdot, (y, z)\in Rj\}=\{y1,y2, \ldots, yp\}$
$y=y_{r}$ $(x, y, z, i,i, h, r)\in S$ $S$
graph $\Gamma$ independence set
Remark. graph $\Gamma$
(vii) $x=x’,$ $z=z’,$ $h\neq h’$ ,
(viii) $y=y’,$ $z=z’,$ $j\neq j’$ ,
[1] C. Zaverdinos, When is a complex matrix a character table? A reduction to
vertex independence, Ars Combin., 39 (1995), 183-188.
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